Beowulf’s
Guide To
Monster
Killing

Hello, I am Beowulf and
I’m a mighty monster
warrior, this guide is all
about monster killing. If
you read this guide
carefully you will sure to
be the best warrior in
your land.

Weaponry
The best weaponry has to be extremely sharp and
very deadly. You will have to make sure that before
every battle your weapons are clean and shiny, also
your weapons have to have a very good grip.
There are many different type of weaponry, but I find
the best ones are swords, spear and mace. The best
material to use for your weapons are stone, gold and
silver.

Armor/clothing
Armor is very important in battle because it will stop
you from getting very badly hurt. The most important
thing to wear in battle is a helmet because it will
protect your head from getting shot or stabbed or any
other monster damage. You should also wear a tunic
under any other armour on your body. On your shield
there should be some spikes so if you lose your weapon
you have back up. To keep yourself warm you can wear
bear skin.

Preparing for battle
To prepare for battle you need to start by exercising
every day for about four hours. You will also have to
buy lots of supplies like food and water for your trip.
The week before you go into battle you should spend
every day with your family doing fun and exciting
things.

Strategy
There are two very good strategy that you can use to
help you kill the monster. My first strategy is to hide
from the monster and then when the monster is
facing away from you run up and stab them in the
back. My second strategy is to hid and jump out at
the monster when it’s lest expecting it so the
monster will be in shock and that’s your chance to kill
him.

Beast you may encounter
There are many different types of monsters but I’ve
only come across five, the five I have come across are
swamp hags, ten headed dogs, upside down headless
monster and a slobbery one eyed monster. But watch
out there are lots more monsters out there. Some of
them are worse then what I have come across.

Taking care of your self
The very first thing you should do before going into
battle is go to where you will be fighting and scan the
area for any danger and if there is any you should try
to sort it out, but if the danger is extremely bad
then you should tell your leader and they will sort it.

Now that’s everything you need to know about
monsters(well I think)but the most important thing
to remember is that if you follow exactly what I say
you should stay safe, even though you are fighting a
deadly monster.

